GROUP SIZE AND THE VOLUNTARY PROVISION OF PUBLIC GOODS:
EXPERIMENTAL EVIDENCE UTILIZING LARGE GROUPS
by R. Mark Isaac, James M. Walker, and Arlington W. Williams*
Over the past decade, the use of computer-based laboratory experiments to study resource allocation
mechanisms for both private and public goods has proliferated. The vast majority of this research has
employed the same basic procedural framework for executing experiments: a relatively small (e.g. 10 person)
group of subjects arrive at the lab at the same time, participate in the experiment, are paid a performancebased cash reward at the experiment's conclusion, and leave. This standard framework presents two distinct
problems when one wishes to focus on "large" (e.g. 100 person) decision-making groups: physical constraints
rooted in the size of the lab and number of computer workstations available, and financial constraints rooted
in the magnitude of the subject payments necessary to motivate a large group of participants. It is thus quite
understandable that small-group experiments predominate and, in the absence of evidence to the contrary, are
implicitly assumed to characterize behavior in similar, large-group decision-making environments. The validity
of this assumption is critical if "parallelism" between the laboratory and a naturally occurring environment
(with many decision-making agents) is essential to the relevance of the research. This is presumably the case
in experimental research focusing on public policy issues.
The research reported here has two primary objectives. The first objective is to explore the extent
to which results from previous small-group experiments on the voluntary provision of a pure public good
survive in a large-group setting. The second objective is methodological - to document and discuss the
general procedural framework used to overcome the problems associated with conducting large-group
experiments mentioned above. We compare the use of cash versus extra-credit point incentive structures, and
experiments lasting about an hour versus experiments lasting several weeks.
Our interest in the first objective is motivated in part by the common premise in economics and other
social sciences that the suboptimality of the provision of a public good will increase with increases in group
size. The logic and empirical evidence which might support this premise is not always clearly specified.
Evidence from field studies is flawed by a lack of control over critical environmental parameters and the
inability to observe preferences and hence to measure the degree of suboptimality. Evidence from laboratory
studies is based primarily on data from literally thousands of two-person games and a smaller set of N-person
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games with group sizes that have rarely exceeded ten. These are very small decision-making groups in
comparison to the group sizes one might expect to find in many field environments. Thus, the common
premise that free riding becomes more severe as group size increases, ceteris paribus, does not appear to be
based on an extensive empirical foundation.
Building on research presented by Isaac and Walker [1988], this paper presents new evidence regarding
the existence of a pure group size effect in the provision of a pure public good. Our experiments utilize group
sizes ranging from 4 to 100 and provide replicable results which contradict the widely held view that a group's
ability to provide the optimal level of a pure public good is necessarily inversely related to group size. The
next section summarizes the components of the voluntary contribution mechanism and briefly reviews the
experimental literature on public goods provision utilizing this institution. Section II describes the
experimental environment and procedural framework developed for our new experiments. Section III reports
our initial experimental results. Section IV presents possible explanations for the inconsistency between these
results and the predictions of the standard complete information Nash equilibrium model. Section V reports
the results from additional experiments designed to provide further insight into the observed discrepancies
between the standard Nash model and our results. Finally, section VI summarizes our experimental results.

I. THE VOLUNTARY CONTRIBUTION MECHANISM
The essence of the Voluntary Contribution Mechanism (VCM) is that each individual in a group must
decide how to allocate an endowment of a productive factor between a private good (where consumption
benefits accrue only to the individual) and a group good (where consumption benefits accrue to all group
members),
A. Experimental Implementation

The laboratory version of VCM utilized in the experiments presented here was implemented in a
sequence of ten decision-making rounds. At the start of each round, individual i was endowed with Zi tokens
which had to be divided between a "private account" and a "group account." Tokens could not be carried
l

across rounds. Each token placed in the private account earned pi cents with certainty. For a given round,
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of laboratory experiments has been limited by both the expense of subject payments and by the capacity
constraints of existing laboratories.

The initial phase of the research reported here focused on the

development of experimental procedures designed to facilitate large group experiments. These procedures are
implemented utilizing new software on the NovaNET computer system. This paper reports results from
groups of size 4,10, 40, and 100. We believe that the 100 person groups are the largest salient reward, public
goods experiments conducted to date.

II. EXPERIMENTAL PROCEDURES AND PARAMETERS
Most of the experiments presented here employ two important procedural modifications relative to
the earlier IW research: 1) decision-making rounds last several days rather than a few minutes, and 2) rewards
are based on extra-credit points rather than cash. We refer to experiments composed of rounds lasting several
days as "multiple session" (MS) experiments. This contrasts with the "single session" (SS) experiments of IW,
typical of laboratory experiments in economics where all decision rounds occur in sequence over a relatively
brief time span, usually an hour or two.
A. Framework for Computerized Multiple-Session Experiments

Figure 1 displays a flow chart of the steps which comprise our multiple-session VCM experiments
using a salient reward structure based on extra-credit points (VCM-MS-XC).3

Subjects participating in

VCM-MS-XC experiments were volunteers from undergraduate microeconomic theory classes at Indiana
University and the University of Arizona. All students attending these classes received a handout (see
Appendix A) explaining the rules for participation. In summary, the handout informed students: 1) of the
basic nature of the group decision-making exercise, 2) that participation is voluntary and will result in their
earning extra-credit points rather than cash, 3) of the specific formula used to convert the cash earnings
reported to them by the computer into extra-credit points, 4) of the days associated with each of the ten
decision rounds, and 5) of the specific procedures for accessing the experiment on NovaNET. The following
specific points describe the multiple-session procedure.
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1. The NovaNET VCM software handles many decision-making groups running simultaneously.
Before beginning the experiment, the experimenter initializes a set of parameters for each decision-making
group (called a design cell). For example, a class of size 350 might have one group of 100, three groups of
40, and several groups of 10 and 4 running simultaneously.
2. Upon logging onto the computer for the first time, subjects are assigned to a design cell via a
quasi-random rotation procedure unknown to the subjects.

This reduces the probability that several

acquaintances who access Round 1 at the same time will be assigned to the same group. As part of the
initialization process, the experimenter designates each design cell as either "primary" or "secondary." All
primary design cells are filled before remaining subjects are assigned to secondary cells. Inevitably, some
students fail to meet the deadline for entering their Round 1 decision and are thus excluded from further
participation.
3. After logging in for the first time, subjects work through a set of instructions at their own pace
and then enter their allocation decision for Round 1 of the experiment.4 After entering their decision
subjects log off the computer and leave the lab.
4. Subjects are allowed to proceed to the next round only after the experimenter advances the "current
round" parameter to allow for the continuation of the experiment. Upon logging on for subsequent rounds,
subjects are shown the results of the previous round and then routed directly to the decision entry display for
the current round. At this point, subjects have the option to review the instructions and to view the results
from all prior rounds. It is important to note that subjects are not shown preliminary information on the
aggregate tokens allocated to the group account for the current round. Information on aggregate token
allocations is disseminated only for completed rounds.
5. We cannot guarantee that all subjects will make an allocation decision in each round (a similar
problem exists in many field experiments). For this reason, the software allows the experimenter to specify
a default allocation decision for each subject. This procedure for handling defaults is explicitly explained to
subjects in the instructions. An obvious setting for the default decision is to place zero tokens in the group
account since lack of participation can be interpreted as a decision to free ride. There are certainly other
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reasonable default specifications - the method for handling default decisions is an interesting research
question which can potentially influence aggregate outcomes in multiple-session experiments. For all VCMMS-XC experiments reported here, the default decision for each subject was for all tokens to be invested in
the individual account (private good). Thus, this specific VCM-MS-XC implementation contains an additional
element which lowers the cost of free riding behavior.
The experimental procedures outlined above represent a logical link between standard single-session
laboratory experiments and actual field experiments. Certainly some experimental control is lost relative to
a strictly controlled laboratory setting, however, the gain in feasible group sizes, the real time between
allocation decisions, and the more "natural" communication opportunities available in this environment add
an element of parallelism with non-experimental settings that could have important methodological and
behavioral ramifications.
B. Extra-credit Performance Index

As explained in the class handout, subject i's experimental dollar earnings were converted into the
following "performance index" prior to being converted into extra-credit points:
i's Actual Earnings - i's Minimum Possible Earnings
i's Maximum Possible Earnings - i's Minimum Possible Earnings
which can range from 0 to 1 for each individual. At the end of the final round, this fraction was computed
for each individual (based on earnings in all rounds), multiplied by 3, and added to the subject's final grade
average. Thus, the range of possible extra-credit points was [0,3], The performance index was used so that
the maximum and minimum possible extra-credit earnings did not depend upon the design cell assignment.
All classes from which subjects were drawn utilized a 100-point scale and, with minor modifications, used a
standard mapping of point totals into letter grades (A=90's, B=80's, etc.). Furthermore, Indiana University
(where 64 of 74 of the extra-credit experiments were conducted) allows + and - letter grades, so a unique
letter grade typically comprised a 3 to 4 point interval.
We have spent a great deal of time considering questions of practicability and fairness in the use of
extra-credit points as a motivator. It is important to realize that our extra-credit experiments always have a
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clear pedagogical objective and become an integral part of our in-class discussions of private versus external
benefits, public goods provision, and free riding. Our research procedures were thoroughly reviewed and
approved by the Indiana University Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects. On the issue of
fairness, we can report that, of the thousand of students who have participated in VCM-MS-XC experiments,
there have been no grade appeals in which these extra-credit points were an issue. In fact, feedback from
students (and from other faculty who have adopted similar experiments for purely pedagogical purposes) has
been quite positive.5
C, Experimental Parameters

The data reported here are based on 84 new experiments involving 1,788 subjects.6

Of these

experiments, 74 were multiple-session, extra-credit reward experiments (VCM-MS-XC) and 10 were singlesession, cash reward experiments (VCM-SS-S). Table 1 categorizes the new experiments according to twelve
unique initializations utilized in this research. The first three columns in Table 1 correspond to specific
components of an initialization: the sequencing-reward procedure (MS-XC or SS-$), group size (N), and
marginal per-capita return (MPCR) from a token allocated to the group account. The fourth column lists the
total number of experiments conducted under each initialization. In addition, two initialization parameters
were held constant across all experiments and are thus not listed in Table 1; pj (i's return per token from the
private account) is $.01 and Zi (i's token endowment in each round) is 50.

III. INITIAL EXPERIMENTAL RESULTS
The presentation of the results from our initial experiments will be organized around three
subsections: A) a baseline comparison of VCM-MS-XC small group (N=4, N=10) experiments with the
VCM-SS-$ experiments reported by IW; B) a presentation of large group (N=40, N=100) experiments using
both extra-credit and cash incentives; and, C) an overview of variations in individual behavior.
The baseline experiments reported in subsection A were critical for establishing that the basic IW
small-group results were replicable in the VCM-MS-XC experimental environment. Having confirmed that
small-group behavior in VCM-MS-XC is qualitatively similar to the behavior reported by IW, subsection B
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confidence bands for the mean allocation to the group account for the experiments within each of the four
group size and MPCR combinations. The data summarized in these figures support the following observation.
OBSERVATION 2. For groups of size 40 and 100, with MPCR = ,30 or .75, a positive correlation between the
percentage of tokens allocated to the group account and MPCR does not exist
OLS and Tobit regressions of MPCR dummy variables on the percentage of tokens allocated to the
group account support this observation. This is in stark contrast to groups of size 4 and 10, where a positive
MPCR effect is consistently present over the range .30 to .75. The next subsection focuses in more depth on
why the MPCR effect appears to vanish in large groups for the {.30,.75} MPCR domain.
Figure 6 presents the sequence of mean percentage of tokens allocated to the group account for each
of the VCM-MS-XC initializations using a .30 or .75 MPCR. The data summarized in this figure lead us to
the following two observations.
OBSERVATION 3. For the case of MPCR = .30, groups of size 40 and 100 allocate more tokens to the group
account on average than do groups of size 4 and 10.
OBSERVATION 4. For the case of MPCR = 0.75, there is no discernable difference in allocations to the group
account on average across group sizes.
These results (supported by OLS and Tobit regressions) are particularly striking, since they do not
support the existence of the traditionally assumed pure group size effect. In fact, the MPCR ==.30 data
supporting OBSERVATION 3 exhibit an increase in efficiency when moving from smaller groups to larger
groups.
The possibility that large-group behavior is an artifact of the VCM-MS-XC procedures seems unlikely
given the data from the smaller groups, but nonetheless required some empirical confirmation. Reported next
are the results of three 40-person VCM-SS-S (single-session, cash reward) experiments using MPCR=.30. As
discussed previously, in single-session experiments the ten decision-making rounds occur during a single
experimental session lasting one to two hours. Given the limited seating capacity of our laboratories, these
40-person experiments had to be conducted "multi-site" with subjects participating simultaneously at Indiana
University and the University of Arizona through NovaNET. These cash payment experiments were quite
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expensive. In spite of the fact that we utilized an "experiment dollar" to U.S. dollar exchange rate of V2, each
experiment cost over $900.7
Figure 7 compares allocations to the group account for these three N=4Q, MPCR=.3O, VCM-SS-S
experiments (SSI, SS2, SS3x) with the means of the six corresponding VCM-MS-XC experiments. SS1 and
SS2 used subjects who had not previously participated in a VCM experiment, while SS3x used experienced
subjects randomly drawn from SS1 and SS2. The high percentage of tokens allocated to the group account
clearly is not an artifact of the VCM-MS-XC procedures. In fact, for these few experiments using cash
rewards, the percentage of tokens allocated to the group account is higher than in the experiments using extracredit rewards.
C Diversity in Individual Behavior

Figures 8 and 9 document several features of individual subject behavior typical to many of our VCM
experiments. Figure 8 reports the time-series behavior for each subject in two 4-person VCM-MS-XC
experiments. These data are typical of small-group VCM behavior in that: 1) they show a pattern of token
allocations which is not bimodal between the two extremes of 0% and 100% of tokens placed in the group
account; and 2) there is a shift in allocations associated with the MPCR conditions. With larger groups,
presenting individual time-series behavior for each subject in unmanageable. Figure 9 presents frequency
polygons illustrating the empirical distribution of token allocations for all subjects within two groups of size
100 during Rounds 1 and 10. The behavior again is clearly not bimodal in Round 1. By period 10, many
subjects (35% - 40%) have moved to a complete free riding allocation of zero tokens to the group account,
however, a secondary peak (15% - 20%) in frequency appears at the 100% allocation level. Finally, it is
common in all treatment conditions to observe individuals whose allocations to the group account vary
substantially from round to round. Such "pulsing" behavior could be interpreted as attempts to influence
others' allocations through signalling.
Recall that one of the parameters specified for each subject type in multiple-session experiments is
the "default decision" which is entered automatically for any subject who fails to enter a decision for any round.
In the experiments reported here, the default decision is a zero allocation of tokens to the group account
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(complete free riding). Figure 10 displays the time-series of the mean percentage of defaults for group size
4 and 100 under each MPCR condition. Several (tentative) conclusions can be drawn from the default data
we have studied to date. With group size equal to 100, the percentage of defaults is relatively low, nearly
identical for both MPCR treatments, and quite stable over Rounds 4 through 10 (25%-35%). In conjunction
with this default rate, recall that allocations to the group account were in the 40%-45% range for these groups.
In contrast, with groups of size 4 there are distinctly higher defaults in the low-MPCR treatment relative to
the high-MPCR treatment. In low-MPCR groups, the default rate averages as high as 80% in the later rounds
whereas high-MPCR groups reach a maximum default rate of approximately 30% in Round 10. These default
rates are consistent with the result that lower MPCR tends to correspond to lower token allocations to the
group account for "small" groups. Finally, note that we do observe subjects actually entering (non-default)
decisions of zero tokens allocated to the group account.

IV. FACTORS THAT SHAPE BEHAVIOR: IF NOT NASH, THEN WHAT?
The results presented above are generally inconsistent with the complete information Nash equilibrium
(NE) prediction. In the final decision round, it is a dominant strategy for an individual to allocate all tokens
to the private account. In prior periods, the unique complete information multi-period NE is also complete
free riding. Over the range of parameter variations investigated here, neither changes in group size nor
changes in MPCR alter these predictions. The NE model correctly predicts the observed failure of our groups
to achieve the Pareto Optimum. Further, in some treatments, decisions show a marked tendency to decay
toward the NE prediction. Even in the final periods, however, there is a notable allocation of tokens to the
group account in most experiments. Given the inconsistency between observed behavior and the complete
information NE prediction, it is natural to examine what assumptions of the standard model may not be met
in the experiments or whether alternative modelling approaches might help explain the observed behavior.
Subsection A focuses on several standard assumptions which may break down in the VCM experimental
environment. In subsection B, several nonstandard modelling approaches are discussed.
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A. Potential Breakdown of Standard Nash Assumptions

Incomplete Information. The NE model assumes complete information, but in fact two pieces of
information were not provided to participants in our experiments: others' token endowments and others' pertoken return from the private account. Because the return from the private account is necessary to compute
the opportunity cost of token allocations to the group account, one might conjecture that an incomplete
information process along the lines of that described by Kreps, et. al. [1982] (for the finitely repeated
prisoner's dilemma) is responsible for the pattern of the data. There are, however, some problems in ascribing
these results entirely to the domain of incomplete information. The structure of our experiments, although
similar to a 2-person prisoner's dilemma, is not identical. In addition, Isaac and Walker [1989], using a 4person, MPCR = .3 design identical to that of VCM-SS-S reported here, found no difference in results when
it was publicly announced that token endowments and returns from the private account were identical across
all individuals. However, it may be that the incomplete information occurs at a deeper level than simply the
structure of the payoffs. For example, there may be uncertainty as to the rationality of other players.
Learning. Using a standard model as the basis for evaluating our data leaves open the question of
how quickly individuals are expected to behave in accordance with the NE model. One interpretation of the
typical decay process observed in VCM is that of a "learning" phenomena (see, for example, Andreoni [1988]).
Even in dominant strategy decision environments, evidence exists that some individuals must learn the strategic
nature of the optimization problem. 8 Furthermore, in nondominant strategy settings, individuals may have
to learn to make decisions that are consistent in the sense of a Nash Equilibrium. Recently, there has been
a growing literature on formal models of how individuals "learn" to play Nash equilibria (see Fudenberg and
Kreps [1988], Moreno and M. Walker [1991], and Milgrom and Roberts [1991]). Whether these models can
be adapted to have implications for the VCM environment is an open question for further research.9
Failure of Backward Induction. The essence of the standard NE model is that individuals choose their
actions noncooperatively. In certain classes of infinitely repeated games, however, seemingly cooperative
outcomes can be supported by noncooperative strategies which specifically incorporate the multi-period nature
of the game. Such outcomes are theoretically ruled out here by backward induction from the known end-
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point. Failure of some individuals to behave in a manner consistent with the logic of backward induction is
one possible explanation for deviations from complete free riding.
Incorrectly Represented Preferences. In our experiments, the theoretical prediction of complete free
riding is based on the assumption that each individual is maximizing a utility function which is monotonically
increasing in experiment earnings. The standard model further assumes that one's own earnings are the sole
determinant of utility. This may not be a correct representation of actual preferences in the stage game. For
example, Andreoni [1989] develops the notion of a "warm glow" from contributions to collective goods. In
addition to warm glow effects, "fairness" considerations (Kahneman, Knetsch, and Thaler [1986a, 1986b]) may
play a role in the formation of individual decisions.
The "incomplete information" and "learning" explanations for the inconsistency between our results
and the complete information NE prediction can be further addressed with additional experiments. Section
V reports the results of several new cash payment experiments utilizing a large number of decision rounds and
enhanced strategic information. The "failure of backward induction" and "incorrectly represented preferences"
explanations require a fundamental change in the approach to modelling behavior in the VCM environment.
B. Alternative Modelling Approaches

The inconsistency between observed behavior in the VCM environment and the complete information
NE prediction has led to the development of several alternatives to the standard Nash model. This subsection
briefly summarizes two approaches by Ledyard [1990] and Miller and Andreoni [1991]. This is followed by
the development of a simple binary choice modelling approach designed to highlight the potential gains from
cooperation, and a more complex nonbinary approach based on forward-looking behavior.
Ledyard [1990] has proposed an equilibrium model in which individuals "get some satisfaction (a warm
glow) from participating in a group that implicitly and successfully cooperates." (In modelling a "warm glow,"
Ledyard's assumption is related to the work of Andreoni [1989]). Individuals are distinguished by types, based
upon the strength of their "warm glow" preferences. Under certain assumptions on the population distribution
of preferences, Ledyard finds that 1) there can be deviations from complete free riding even in a single-shot
game, and 2) individuals will be more likely to deviate from complete free riding in large groups.

round approaches, the expected gains from signalling diminish. Thus, in contrast with a purely adaptive or
learning model where the number of rounds completed is central to behavioral dynamics, this expanded
forward-looking approach suggests that the number of rounds remaining is an important determinant of
behavior in the current round. Varying the number of rounds across experiments allows one to address this
issue. If the number of rounds remaining is positively correlated with subjects' expectations that signalling
will be successful, then the aggregate allocation to the group account in round t should be larger, ceteris
paribus, in experiments with a longer time horizon. Section V below presents several VCM experiments with
a much longer time horizon than any previously reported.
The forward-looking logic embodied in this approach suggests that, as the final round of the
experiment approaches, the expected gains from cooperation diminish since fewer rounds remain. In the final
round, the signal content of mi is irrelevant and all individuals have a dominant strategy of mi=0. The data,
however, show many deviations from this strategy. Thus, any forward-looking model based on signalling must
be complemented with an explanation for positive allocations to the group account in the final round. The
literature suggests two likely candidates: fairness considerations and warm glow effects.
Clearly, this more complex forward-looking approach to modelling VCM behavior has limitations as
currently developed. The benchmark for success is arbitrary, and the approach does not differentiate between
"barely" succeeding and "substantially" succeeding. Furthermore, no consistency requirements have been
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B. Experiments with Additional Payoff Information and a Large Number of Decision Rounds

The single session experiments reported in this section all employ cash rewards, N=10, and
MPCR=.3O. There are two design changes relative to the previously reported experiments. First, subjects
were provided with a handout (Appendix B) explicitly stating the conditions in which: 1) an individual receives
the maximum possible earnings, 2) an individual receives the minimum possible earnings, 3) the group as a
whole receives the maximum possible earnings, and 4) the group as a whole receives the minimum possible
earnings.

Second, the number of decision rounds varied from 10 in three experiments to 40 in two

experiments to 60 in one experiment. The subjects in the 40-round experiments were drawn from a pool of
subjects with experience in 10-round VCM experiments. The subjects in the 60-round experiment were drawn
from the two 40-round experiments.
Figure 12 summarizes the results from these additional experiments. The top panel displays the
sequence of mean allocations to the group account from two series focusing solely on the effect of additional
payoff information. The first series, SS-$-IW, were previously reported in section II. The second series SS-SINFO are the new 10-round experiments in which subjects received the additional payoff information.
Examining each decision round separately, t-tests indicate that the differences in means are insignificant.
The bottom left panel reports the results of two experiments with 40 decision rounds and the
additional payoff information. These experiments exhibit a pattern of allocations to the group account in
which group allocations begin at a mean of 57.5% and decay slowly (but not monotonically) to a mean of 6.8%
by round 40. The bottom right panel reports the results of one experiment with 60 decision rounds and the
additional payoff information. In this experiment, group allocations begin at 51% of total endowment and
decay slowly (but not monotonically) to 19.2% by round 60.
These experiments supplement our VCM database in several interesting ways. Even with a richer
information environment, highly experienced subject groups continue to follow a pattern of behavior
inconsistent with the predictions of the complete information Nash model. Thus, the results reported in
section III are not an artifact of limiting decisions to 10 rounds. Further, the rate of decay of allocations to
the group account is inversely related to the number of decision rounds. For example, compare rounds 8-10
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in the 10 round experiments to rounds 8-10 in the 40 and 60 round experiments. Or, compare rounds 35-40
in the 40 round experiments to rounds 35-40 in the 60 round experiment. Clearly, the rate of decay is faster
the shorter the time horizon of the experiment. This result is inconsistent with backward induction models,
and purely adaptive or learning models based on the number of rounds completed. This aspect of the VCM
data is consistent with a forward-looking modelling approach based on the potential gains from cooperation.
The diversity in individual behavior is illustrated in Figure 13 which displays the group allocation
decisions for three subjects from the 60-round experiment. These three subjects typify three types of behavior
we regularly observe. Subject 1 characterizes "slow decay with pulsing" and follows a pattern generally
consistent with the aggregate data observed in many experiments. Subject 2 characterizes "weak free rider with
pulsing." Finally, Subject 10 characterizes "strong pulsing." It is worth emphasizing that the subjects in this
60-round experiment were "super experienced," having participated in an initial 10-round trainer experiment
without the additional payoff information (not reported here), one of the 10-round experiments with additional
payoff information, and one of the 40-round experiments with additional payoff information. Clearly, no
simple symmetric choice model can capture the individual behavior observed in the VCM environment.

VI. SUMMARY OF RESULTS
This paper presents new evidence on the existence of group size effects in the provision of a pure
public good via voluntary contributions. In order to overcome the methodological difficulties associated with
large group experiments, "multiple-session" experimental procedures and the use of extra-credit rewards are
explored. Decision making groups of size 4,10,40, and 100 provide replicable results contradicting the widely
held premise that a group's ability to provide the optimal level of a pure public good is inversely related to
group size.
The results of a series of (extra-credit, multiple-session) baseline experiments with groups of size 4
and 10 are consistent with the (cash, single-session) experimental results reported by Isaac and Walker [1988]
that a higher marginal benefit from the public good leads to less free riding and thus greater efficiency. This
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is in spite of the fact that, in this experimental setting, the single-period dominant strategy is a zero allocation
of resources to the public good.
Our experiments with groups of size 40 and 100 yield several surprising results. First, the impact from
variations in the magnitude of the marginal per-capita return from the public good (MPCR) appears to vanish
over the range [0.30, 0.75]. Second, with an MPCR of .30, groups of size 40 and 100 provide the public good
at higher levels of efficiency than groups of size 4 and 10. Third, with an MPCR of .75, there is no significant
difference in efficiency due to group size.
Several additional experiments utilizing cash rewards and standard single-session procedures suggest
that the unexpectedly high efficiency levels generated by large groups are not simply an artifact of extra-credit
rewards or multiple-session procedures. 40-person experiments with a very low MPCR of .03 yield the low
efficiency levels previously observed with small groups and an MPCR of .30. The existence of an "MPCR
effect" is thus reconfirmed for large groups. Our research reveals, however, that behavior is influenced by a
subtle interaction between group size and MPCR rather than simply the shear magnitude of either.
Experiments using both additional payoff information and as many as 60 decision rounds provided further
evidence of the failure of the standard backward induction model
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FIGURE 8. Examples of Individual Subject Decisions: Group Size = 4
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APPENDIX A. Example of Classroom Handout Used in Multiple-Session V C M Experiments

GROUP INVESTMENT EXPERIMENT
EXTRA CREDIT EXERCISE
E103 - SPRING 90 - PROFESSOR WALKER
You will have the opportunity to participate in a decision making exercise
referred to as the "Group Investment Experiment." Participation is totally
voluntary.
The exercise consists of a series of decision making rounds. In each round you
will choose to allocate "tokens" between a "private account" and a "group
account. You will access the experiment on the NOVANET (PLATO) computer
network using the MICROCOMPUTERS in BH307 and other on campus sites listed on
the second page. In the first round you will receive instructions describing
the exercise and you will make your first allocation decision.
The instructions explain how you can earn money in this exercise. You will NOT
be paid the money. Rather, you will receive extra-credit points based on the
amount of money you earn. The maximum number of extra-credit points is 3 and
the minimum is 0. The extra-credit points will be added to your final course
average.
All students will not face exactly the same decisions. For this reason, your
earnings potential in money will not be the same. Extra-credit points will be
awarded based on an individual's money earnings relative to the maximum
possible for that individual and relative to the minimum possible for that
individual. For example, if one individual has maximum possible earnings of
$100 and he/she earns $100 then that individual will earn 3 points. Likewise,
if one individual has a maximum possible of $20 and he/she earns $20 then that
individual will earn 3 points. In general, the more money you earn the greater
the number of extra-credit points that you will receive. Even though -potential
money earnings is not the same for everyone. the maximum and minimum number of
extra-credit points is the same for everyone.
The specific formula which will be used in converting money earnings into
extra-credit points for each student (say, student X) will be:
X's Actual Earnings -X's Minimum Possible Earnings

X's Maximum Possible Earnings - X's Minimum Possible Earnings
This fraction can range from 0 to 1 for each individual. At the end of the
final decision making round, this fraction will be computed for each individual
(based on earnings in all rounds) and multiplied by 100. This gives each
person a score of 0 to 100 which will be entered in my electronic grade book.
This score will be multiplied by .03 and the result added to your final grade
average. For example: assume an individual has a final score of (.45) x 100 - .
45. That person will have .03 x 45 - 1.35 points added to their final average
for the course. Thus, it is clearly possible to earn fractional extra-credit
points.

How to access NOVANET (PLATO)
Using the microcomputers in BH307 (or other sites), the "IU Micro Menu System"
allows access to NOVANET (PLATO) via the COMMUNICATIONS MENU. Choose option 5
on the Communications Menu, listed as "NovaNET (PLATO)". Use the following
information to access the extra-credit exercise:
NOVANET name:

vcm

NOVANET group:

iuecon

After you have logged on to NOVANET, you will be automatically routed to the
"Group Investment Experiment". You will then be asked to type your "classfile" and your last name. Use the following information:
Class file:

jwlO3

(Press NEXT when finished typing)

Last name: first 6 letters of your last name plus the
last 4 numbers in your social security number.
(Press NEXT when finished typing)
For example, if Ronald Raygun has SS# 123-45-6789 then this student's last name
would be entered as raygun6789. Jim McDonald with SS# 333-24-4321 would enter
"mcdona4321. Jill Smith with SS//234-56-9876 would enter smith9876.
After you log in, you will be routed to a set of instructions that describe
the extra credit exercise. The first round will probably take from 20 to 30
minutes (feel free to take all the time you find necessary) . Subsequent
decision rounds may be shorter since you will not have to review the
instructions unless you desire to do so. The results of your performance are
automatically stored in the computer.
The exercise will consist of 10 decision making rounds. The starting and ending
times for each round are:

Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round
Round

BEGIN
1 - 8:00 am on Tuesday 2/13
2 - 8:00 am on Thursday 2/22
3 - 1 2 noon on Sunday 2/25
4 - 8:00 am on Thursday 3/1
5 - 12 noon on Sunday 3/4
6 - 8:00 am on Thursday 3/8
7 - 12 noon on Sunday 3/18
8 - 8:00 am on Thursday 3/22
9 - 1 2 noon on Sunday 3/25
10 - 8:00 am on Thursday 3/29

12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12
12

noon
noon
noon
noon
noon
noon
noon
noon
noon
noon

END
on Wednesday 2/21
on Saturday 2/24
Wednesday 2/28
Saturday 3/3
Wednesday 3/7
Saturday 3/17
Wednesday 3/21
Saturday 3/24
Wednesday 3/28
Saturday 3/31

Those students who do not enter a decision for the first round of the
experiment will be eliminated from participating in all subsequent rounds and
thus will earn 0 extra-credit points. The instructions explain what happens for those students who participate in the first round but do not make a
decision in one or more of the other rounds.
TAKE THIS HANDOUT WITH YOU WHEN YOU GO TO ENTER YOUR DECISIONS:
Hours for BH 307:

Other Sites:

BH308;

Sunday through Thursday (9am to 9:45pm),
to 4:45pm)
Business - 417 and 101;

Hyper 154.

F and Sat. (9am

APPENDIX B. Additional Payoff Information

The following information is to help you understand how your decisions in this experiment will affect
your earnings.
The following statements describe several important aspects of your minimum and maximum possible
earnings and the aggregate earnings of everyone in the experiment.
1. An individual will receive the maximum possible earnings ($1.85 per round) only if this individual
allocates all 50 tokens to the PRIVATE account and everyone else in the experiment allocates all
tokens to the GROUP account.
2. An individual will receive the minimum possible earnings ($.15 per round) only if this individual
allocates all 50 tokens to the GROUP account and everyone else in the experiment allocates all tokens
to the PRIVATE account.
3. A decision-making group as a whole will receive the maximum possible group earnings ($1.50 for
each individual in the group per round) if all individuals allocate all tokens to the GROUP account.
4. A decision-making group as a whole will receive the minimum possible group earnings ($.50 for
each individual in the group per round) if all individuals allocate all tokens to the PRIVATE account.

Note: The above information is expressed in "experiment dollars". At the end of the experiment you
will be paid privately (in cash) one-half of your experiment dollar earnings plus $3.00 cash for showing
up on time.

